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Wednesday, October 26, 2022

This thursday New York is to host a presentation on Málaga’s candidature for the 2027 World
Expo

The presentation will take place at the culinary space ‘Little Spain’ in New York, associated with chefs José Andrés and
Albert and Ferran Adrià, to which the ambassadors of all the countries represented in the United Nations are invited.

Málaga’s candidature to host the 2027 World Expo,
“The Urban Era: towards the Sustainable City”, will
take centre stage tomorrow (Thursday) during a
function in New York where it will be presented to
the ambassadors of all the countries represented at
the United Nations.

The function is part of the action plan to promote
the candidature among the general public and
other countries, as their votes will decide on the
winning candidature at the Assembly of the Bureau
International des Expositions (BIE) next June.

This Thursday’s function will take place at the
culinary space ‘Little Spain’ in New York,
associated with Spanish chefs José Andrés and Albert and Ferran Adrià.

The Permanent Representative of Spain to the United Nations, Agustín Santos, the special mission ambassador
for the Expo, Hansi Escobar, and the mayor of Málaga, Francisco de la Torre, will all be present. Furthermore, a
video with a greeting from the Minister of Foreign Affairs, José Manuel Albares, as well as promotional material
of Spain and the candidature will be shown.

THE URBAN ERA: TOWARDS THE SUSTAINABLE CITY

On 20 June 2022, Spain presented Málaga’s candidature to host the 2027 World Expo with the theme “The
Urban Era: towards the Sustainable City” at the 170th General Assembly of the Bureau International des
Expositions (BIE).

Spain is competing against four other candidates: Argentina, the United States, Serbia and Thailand, and must
defend its candidature in the assemblies of November 2022 and June 2023, when the winning city will be
announced.

“The Urban Era: towards the Sustainable City” is a proposal that connects with and is based on the United
Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. This theme calls for reflection on one of the main
challenges facing contemporary society in the medium and long term: making population growth and urban
development compatible with environmental protection and the adoption of innovative solutions that guarantee
improvements in the quality of life of city dwellers.

More information about the project is available on the candidature’s official

Website   and social media accounts.https://expo2027.malaga.eu/en/ [ https://expo2027.malaga.eu/en/ ]
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